Sermon ~ February 14, 2021 by Pastor Dwight Benoit
Text: Psalm 93 (Please Read All)
Title: GOD
Who is like YOU, O LORD, among the gods?
Who is like YOU, glorious in Holiness, fearful in Praises, doing Wonders?
Who are you trusting, in this “last hour?” “To trust GOD in the light is nothing, but to trust HIM
in the dark, that is FAITH, in GOD!”
Do you really know GOD? “GOD is too Good to be unkind; to Wise to be mistaken: and when
you can not trace HIS HAND, you can trust HIS Heart.”
Do you realize, you are getting through it? “When going through a trial,
The SOVEREINTY of GOD is the pillow upon which you lay your head!”
GOD
*HE is Immutable. GOD never changes in HIS Character or in HIS dealings with humankind.
HE can always be counted on to act consistently with HIS unchanging PERSONHOOD,
giving us great stability.
*HE is Sovereign. GOD is in complete control of both good and evil. Nothing can come into our
lives that can thwart HIS purposes for us. GOD uses even our mistakes and those of others for
HIS Good.
*HE is Faithful. GOD always acts for our good and HIS Glory. HE can always be counted on to be
True to HIS revealed Character.
*HE is Loving. GOD always moves in HIS-story and toward humankind according to HIS
benevolence, benefit and HIS Sufficient—GRACE.
GOD
The best medicine we can ever take, in times like these, is “Singing Psalms!”
If you cannot sing, then meditate on these words of HOPE…
*GOD Reigneth—Psalm 93: 1. HIS position is settled! HE wears The Crown of All-Power.
HE is Clothed in majesty and strength. This speaks of HIS Glory, Splendor,
The Dignity of HIS Throne and Rule. NO one has more or deserves more Glory than GOD.
GOD’S Rule is one of Stability. This world may seem to be in chaos, but GOD’S Rule is not
disturbed or shaken.
GOD has complete control of the Universe, “stablished”, everything is fixed, as HE has
prescribed. “It cannot be moved.”
*GOD’S Throne is established of old.” “Before the mountains were brought forth, or ever
THOU hadst formed the earth and the world, even from everlasting to everlasting
THOU art GOD.” (Psalm 90: 2)
*GOD is Resisted—Psalm 93: 3, 4. Including us, there has always been resistance to GOD’S
Rule. Like Satan, we may resist GOD but not successfully. “The floods have lifted up…” Rivers of
hate, streams of hostility and floods of Hell’s sicknesses. “The floods have lifted their voices…”
GOD is not real… arguments and fussing’s… you cannot believe GOD, so they disobey HIM. But
no argument or reasoning against GOD will survive or succeed in moving GOD off The Throne.
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HE is there to stay no matter what the enemies say. GOD defeats the mouth and might of the
enemy.
*GOD is Righteousness—Psalm 93: 5. Holiness is HIS Character. Holiness is the Righteousness of
GOD. GOD’S Holiness is not appreciated today, but it will prevail in the ages to come.
Governments are not often ruled by those who are righteous, but GOD Rules in Righteousness.
Holiness is GOD’S House. The Worship of GOD is a Righteous Worship. Worship of anything else
is not righteousness but evil.
“GOD’S Testimonies are very sure…” Perfect (Absolute), Pure (Holy), Permanent (Endure for
ever), Precious (Better than Gold), Protective (Warned), and Purifying (Keeps from sin).
How long? “O LORD, for ever.”
GOD
Note, our King James Versions, addresses GOD as “The LORD” or “O LORD” … Why?
The primary reason is that the Hebrews felt GOD’S NAME was so Holy, they would not
pronounce GOD or even spell our HIS NAME. So, they wrote YHWH, our English translation for
LORD, all capital letters.
Or they said, ADONAI, meaning GOD’S LORDship; or EL OLAM, The Everlasting or Eternal GOD;
Or, El SHADDAI, meaning GOD ALMIGHTY; or El ELYON, meaning GOD The Most High; or
YAHWEH, taking out the vowels YHWH, meaning, HE WHO makes that which has been made!
BUT there a NAME, that GOD gave to “whosoever would believeth in HIM…”
That NAME is JESUS!
GOD with us! JESUS, The SAVIOR from sin! JESUS, Redeemer, Restorer, Renewer of
brokenness, Reviver from death to life, Rescuer from drowning situations, Regenerator from an
old birth to The New Birth, Ruler of All, Renown, that is, “neither is there salvation in any other:
for there is none other NAME under heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved.”
Reigning, that is, “GOD also hath highly exalted HIM, and given HIM a NAME which is above
every name: that at the NAME of JESUS every knee should bowed, of things in heaven and
things in earth, and things under the earth; and that every tongue should confess that
JESUS is LORD, to The Glory of GOD The FATHER.”
GOD
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